A scalable feedback mechanism to solicit feedback from a potentially very large group of networked nodes is an important building block for many network protocols. Multicast transport protocols use it for negative acknowledgements and for delay and packet loss determination. Grid computing and peer-to-peer applications can use similar approaches to find nodes that are, at a given moment in time, best suited to serve a request. In sensor networks, such mechanisms allow to report extreme values in a resource efficient way. In this paper we analyze several extensions to the exponential feedback algorithm [5,6] that provide an optimal way to collect extreme values from a potentially very large group of networked nodes. In contrast to prior work, we focus on how knowledge about the value distribution in the group can be used to optimize the feedback process. We describe the trade-offs that have to be decided upon when using these extensions and provide additional insight into their performance by means of simulation. Furthermore, we briefly illustrate how sample applications can benefit from the proposed mechanisms.
Introduction
Feedback is crucial to many networked group applications. The classical example are multicast transport protocols where receivers send negative acknowledgments to initiate retransmissions or report parameters for congestion control [1, 7] . Mobile or embedded devices with limited memory need similar mechanisms for flow-control. Feedback is also important for network health monitoring and a variety of distributed computing applications. For example, grid computing applications that employ a huge number of nodes with largely differing capabilities will want to assign each task to the node that is, at a given moment in time, best suited to process the request [2] . A peer-to-peer file-sharing application will want to find the servant that provides the best download capacity and an e-commerce application will seek for the best matching offer at the lowest price.
Although, in principle, feedback could be aggregated by multicast routers, commercial networks do not offer the required functionality. For other networks (e.g., satellite networks) aggregation is not possible at all, since there simply are no intermediate systems. In yet other networks, as for example sensor-networks, responding to feedback requests is very resource consuming, so that it is desirable that only a few nodes need to become active and transmit their responses.
(Note, that in this example we assume also asymmetric costs for reception and transmission of messages. See [4] for a potential usage scenario.)
If aggregation is not possible or inefficient, end-to-end feedback algorithms need to be employed. Such algorithms rely on spreading the feedback across a time interval that allows the group to suppress unfavorable and thus unnecessary feedback responses. The broader this spread (as compared to the network latency) the better the suppression that can be achieved.
In previous work [5, 3] , it has been shown that exponentially distributed timers are optimal for many feedback scenarios. The algorithms presented there guarantee feedback within a predefined time interval T and avoid feedback implosion, if T is sufficiently large as compared to the network latency τ and an upper bound N to the number of nodes is known. In [6] this exponential feedback algorithm is extended so that extreme values from a group of nodes can be determined.
This paper presents a further extension of the exponential feedback mechanism, namely a mechanism exploiting the knowledge nodes have about the distribution of the values that are to be reported. Such knowledge can typically be expected for most of the practical usage scenarios. In particular, we study cases where the values are independent and identically distributed to one of several possible distributions. Not knowing which distribution applies in a given case makes this problem hard. Again, this can be considered a rather typical case. Network measurements indicate that loss characteristics and round-trip-times follow known distributions, but the parameters of the distribution can quickly change when the network becomes congested. Sensors reporting physical values (e.g., temperature or humidity of the environment, etc.) often reflect a common distribution whose parameters change simultaneously for all sensors. Requests in file-sharing peer-to-peer networks show largely differing popularity, where a few requests can be served by a large number of nodes and a large number of requests can only be served by a few nodes. This, again, leads to uncertainty for individual request while good statistical knowledge exists about the distribution of requests in general.
In the remainder of the paper, we will discuss the different feedback mechanisms in Section 2, present further simulation results in Section 3, and conclude with Section 4.
Feedback Suppression Mechanisms
In this section, we propose feedback schemes for a potentially very large group of networked nodes to report extreme values to a central instance. We assume that the reported values are received by all other nodes of the group, too. This can be achieved either by using multi-source multicast, with a broadcast medium, or by having the central instance repeat reported values in a suitable manner. We do not assume any aggregation capabilities inside the network.
Let v i ∈ [0; 1] be the set of values from which we want to know v min = min{v i : i = 1, . . . , N}. Generalization to other intervals (open and closed) or maximum-
